After recovery, China’s National patients undergoing treatment, taking the total m-cap to the 30-share index settled 1,941.67 nies saw a massive decline amid mounting fears of Monday as equity markets selling amid the beleaguered bank’s instructions from the Chief.
Punjab Food Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu on Monday reviewed the procurement arrangements for ensuing Rabi crop, directing officials to complete all arrangements to ensure hassle-free season for farmers.

The Minister was chairing a high-level meeting with top officials of the department here at Anaaz Bhawan.

Director Food Supplies Anindita Mitra was also present during the meeting.

During the meeting a presentation was also made to apprise department officers about newly prepared wheat procurement portal. The portal prepared as per directions of the Union Government contains provisions where farmer/Aartiya/Inspector can himself register and also records information like farmer’s mobile number, quantity of place of crop sewn by the farmer. Besides this, more related information like farmer’s bank account number, IFSC and name of Artiya is also entered.

After filing up of this information, a number would be allotted to farmer, a copy of which would also be forwarded to Artiya. Ashu also directed officers to start registration of farmers to avoid last minute hassles. The Minister also made clear that old portal would not be used this season.

On the occasion, he also directed officers to complete distribution of NFSA wheat by March 20.

Centre approves ₹650 crore under DRRP

Union Food Minister Ram Vilas Paswan on Monday thanked the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Rural Development and Ministry of Finance for approving the Centre’s proposal to provide ₹650 crore under the Disaster Risk Reduction (DRRP) programme, which was placed before the Union Cabinet.

The minister said the main objectives of the project were to reduce vulnerability of the state from various natural hazards like earthquake, landslide, flash floods and climate induced etc. He said the project also aims at reducing loss of human life and property, reduce overall disaster risk and enhance the response capacity of the state.
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Punjab Food Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu in Chandigarh reviewed the procurement arrangements for the ensuing Rabi crop, directing officials to complete all arrangements to ensure hassle-free season for farmers.

The Minister was chairing a high-level meeting with top officials of the department here at Anaaz Bhawan.

Director Food Supplies Anindita Mitra was also present during the meeting.

During the meeting a presentation was also made to apprise department officers about newly prepared wheat procurement portal. The portal prepared as per directions of the Union Government contains provisions where farmer/Aartiya/Inspector can himself register and also records information like farmer’s mobile number, quantity of place of crop sewn by the farmer. Besides this, more related information like farmer’s bank account number, IFSC and name of Artiya is also entered.

After filing up of this information, a number would be allotted to farmer, a copy of which would also be forwarded to Artiya. Ashu also directed officers to start registration of farmers to avoid last minute hassles. The Minister also made clear that old portal would not be used this season.

On the occasion, he also directed officers to complete distribution of NFSA wheat by March 20.
SAD: Instead of taking shelter behind technicalities, CM must face the reality

"Punjab Chief Minister is becoming overly cautious in his every move and is veering away from his stand, which is something that CM should not have done at all," said Majeet Singh. He added that CM should not have kept running in circles and be overly cautious in his every move. "It is something that CM should not do at all," he added.

Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Chahal said that the government has been focusing on the reduction of retirement age by Punjab by 10 years and is currently working on the matter.

In another meeting, Additional Chief Secretary Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare Sanjeev Kaushal and other senior officials of the government discussed the matter.

In a statement, Chief Secretary Sanjeev Kaushal said that the government has been focusing on the reduction of retirement age by Punjab by 10 years and is currently working on the matter.

"The reduction of retirement age is a matter of concern," said Sanjeev Kaushal. "The government has been focusing on the reduction of retirement age by Punjab by 10 years and is currently working on the matter."

Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Chahal said that the government has been focusing on the reduction of retirement age by Punjab by 10 years and is currently working on the matter.
UT begins work on STP Kishangarh to fill up Sukhna

Chandigarh: The Administration is likely to carry out aerial survey of catchment area of Sukhna Lake and the latest maintenance dredging will be used for producing effluent of high quality, he said.

While the proposal to set up a STP was mooted in 2017, the project could not be undertaken as the State governments of Punjab and Haryana were directed to build the STP to fill the Sukhna Lake near village Kishangarh.

The States of Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh are also directing their preservation, the Sukhna Lake area.

A tender has been floated for the construction of the STP, “said a senior officer of UT Administration. The effluent from the STP will be used for filling up Sukhna Lake.

As per statistics with administration, the Sukhna Lake has an average depth of 1.94 meters. The water spread area of the lake was 1074.4 hectare metres in 1958 which declined to 148.28 hectares in 2020. The main-made water body was created in 1958 which declined to 3.484 meter in 2005.

The Sukhna Lake legal entity and after the Punjab and Haryana High Court had last confirmed that no waste water or sewage flows into the river from the villages i.e Kansal, Kaimbwala and Saketti.
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POLL: Preparations for 5,400-bedded quarantine wards, funds told

Poultry Association sustains 600 crore loss in Feb

Rahul Gandhi in New Delhi

This poultry association has lobbied the prices for egg production due to the coronavirus scare in February alone at an estimated 600 crore loss as per farm gate prices fixed at 72.00 per kg against the production cost of 56 kg. The situation continues to worsen as the prices of eggs in Delhi, Mumbai, and other major cities have also been reduced due to the lockdown. The All India Poultry Federation has demanded the formation of a tribunal to look into the matter and has sought the immediate closure of the market to stop the sale of eggs. The federation has also appealed to the government to provide relief to the affected farmers through various schemes.

Tourists visiting tiger reserves to scan QR code

The state government has decided to introduce a QR code system for tourists visiting tiger reserves to scan and enter the necessary details. The QR code system will be implemented at all tiger reserves in the state, including project areas, to ensure proper record-keeping and monitoring of tourist activities. The QR code will contain information about the tourist, including name, address, and date of visit, which will be scanned by the official in charge of the reserve. This system will help in the monitoring and management of tourist activities, ensuring a safe and responsible environment for the tigers.

Debate likely to be on Mar 11, 12

With West Bengal being the largest state in terms of the electorate, the Lok Sabha election will be crucial for the party's performance. The Congress and the TMC have been contesting the election with full vigor, and the outcome will determine the political landscape in the state. The upcoming election will also set the stage for the national political arena in the coming months. The political parties will be focusing on issues such as economic development, education, health, and infrastructure, with the aim of securing maximum votes. The outcome of these elections will significantly impact the national political scenario, and the parties will be aiming to outperform their counterparts in this crucial state assembly election.
Two LeT terrorists killed in J&K’s Shopian encounter

**PINS IN JAMMU**

Two LeT terrorists belonging to the LeT module ‘Mujahideen Resistance Division’ were killed in a gunfight in Shopian district of Jammu and Kashmir on Thursday. The forces launched an operation in reaction to a terrorist attack on a police station in Zainapora of Srinagar. The LeT terrorists opened fire on the joint team of security forces, who retaliated. The joint team used heavy belt-fed machine guns and killed both the terrorists, said police officials.

**(PTI)**

**Bhattacharya LF man for RS poll with Cong support**

**Bhattacharya LF man for RS poll with Cong support**

**SAGUNA SENPUTA in Kolkata**

The CPI(M) is likely to field its candidate in the upcoming Rajya Sabha elections. The party has already decided to field Bhattacharya LF man for RS poll with Cong support.

**Nithyananda probe: Cops for showing porn to children**

**Chennai: Nithyananda probe: Cops for showing porn to children**

**AMIL CHANDRA SARKAR in Chennai**

The investigation of the case could be from an official of the Cong legislative party who was not present during the incident.

**Lt Gen KS Dhillion to take charge as DG DIA DDS**

**Delhi: Lt Gen KS Dhillion to take charge as DG DIA DDS**

**PTI**

The appointment of the Congress could be from an official of the Cong legislative party who was not present during the incident.

**HC ORDER ON POSTER OF ANTI-CAA PROTESTERS**

**Leniency towards rioters impossible in Yogiraj: Kumar**

**Lucknow: Maintaining leniency towards rioters was impossible in Yogiraj: Kumar**

**The directions of the High Court for leniency towards accused of vandalism (alleging anti-CAA protests) should be understood in that perspective. In a twist on Monday, the official also vowed to ‘respond to the reality in the same way’ and said: “We will take back the fight with gameplay like the LIV with the rioters in the throes of anarchy.”**

**Lt Gen KS Dhillion to take charge as DG DIA DDS**

**Over 40K police personnel on Mumbai roads for Holi festival**

**Mumbai: Over 40K police personnel on Mumbai roads for Holi festival**

**PTI**

Thegrund police personnel being deployed at beaches in Mumbai, important places of worship and around the standardized police posts where Holi festivities are anticipated.

**Army nabs Pak terrorist in Jhunsi**

**PES IN JAMMU**

An Army nabs Pak terrorist in Jhunsi.

**SP, BSP Congress welcome decision**

**The Samajwadi Party (SP), Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) and Congress on Monday welcomed the judgment of the High Court in the Lucknow High Court to direct the Lucknow administration to remove posters of anti-CAA protesters in December.**
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**Kerala Startup Mission uses robots in fight against coronavirus**

Kerala: As the official shutdown in the wake of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic continues, KSIIEK (Kerala Society of Information and Electronics Engineers and Scientists) and KSCI (Kerala Society of Computer Scientists and Engineers) have come together to create a robot that can detect and screen people for COVID-19.

The robot, which is being developed by a team of engineers and scientists, has been designed to screen people for symptoms of COVID-19, including fever, cough, and shortness of breath. It will also be able to detect people who have come in close contact with an infected individual.

The team, led by Dr. Roshan Prathap, Director of the Centre for Advanced Studies in Robotics, has been working on the project for the past few weeks. The robot is being developed as part of a larger initiative by the Kerala government to combat the pandemic.

**Adapting to the new normal**

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to spread across the world, businesses and organizations are adapting to the new normal by implementing new technologies and strategies. One such adaptation is the use of robots for screening people for COVID-19.

In Kerala, the KSIIEK and KSCI have come together to create a robot that can detect and screen people for COVID-19. The robot is being developed by a team of engineers and scientists and has been designed to screen people for symptoms of COVID-19, including fever, cough, and shortness of breath. It will also be able to detect people who have come in close contact with an infected individual.

The team, led by Dr. Roshan Prathap, Director of the Centre for Advanced Studies in Robotics, has been working on the project for the past few weeks. The robot is being developed as part of a larger initiative by the Kerala government to combat the pandemic.

**Test results of man who died in WB hospital's isolation ward show no virus infection: Official**

Kolkata: A residential municipal worker who died in a Kolkata hospital on Tuesday was not positive for COVID-19, the civic body's health department said on Wednesday.

Mayor Bhaswati K money said there was no report from the lab that the man died of COVID-19, and that he was a residential municipal worker.

The man, who was 54, worked in the bioreactor unit of the hospital.

**Lakhs of devotees take part in Porngal amid outbreak**

Kochi: Devotees thronged the Sabarimala temple in the wake of six fresh positive coronavirus cases in the temple area on Monday.

Police and locals said they had not received any reports of mask evasion or coronavirus-related incidents at the temple since the temple opened.

**Avoiding contact with the virus**

A senior health official said that the temple had been closed to visitors and that no fresh cases had been reported.

The temple, which is a major destination for Hindu pilgrims, was reopened to visitors earlier this month after being closed for more than six months due to the pandemic.

**Kerala starts screening at domestic terminal too**

Kochi: In view of fresh cases of coronavirus in the temple area, the Cochin International Airport has extended the screening of passengers from the international terminal to the domestic one.

The screening will start at the airport for international passengers on March 5.

**Kerala Health Minister says there were no reports from the lab that the man died of COVID-19**

The man, who was 54, worked in the bioreactor unit of the hospital.

**Adequate stock of drugs to contain virus: Union Min**

New Delhi: The Union health ministry on Wednesday said it had adequate stock of drugs to contain the coronavirus.

The ministry said that it had been advised to continue the stock of drugs as per the guidelines issued by the World Health Organization.

**Surveillance measures strengthened, not one single case so far in K'taka: Min**

Bengaluru: The Karnataka Government on Thursday has strengthened surveillance and containment measures against the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in the state.

The state has not reported any new cases of coronavirus so far.

**Bangalore: The Karnataka Government on Thursday has strengthened surveillance and containment measures against the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in the state.**

The state has not reported any new cases of coronavirus so far.
When yes became no!
The Government may have saved Yes Bank and prevented a run on banks but public outrage is far from all-time low.

The Government stepped in to save Yes Bank, which calls upon the State Bank of India (SBI) to buy a major chunk of its share capital, and former boss Rana Kapoor back into Indian shores before he could run away to the den of criminals and come, London. It is possible that Kapoor’s situation will now start winding down. But it is too early to say anything about whether the banks will be taken over by any co-investor. The Government must act fast to protect the fraud.

The collapse of Yes Bank. At least 24,000 employees and former boss Rana Kapoor back into Indian shores before he could run away to the den of criminals and come, London. It is possible that Kapoor’s situation will now start winding down. But it is too early to say anything about whether the banks will be taken over by any co-investor. The Government must act fast to protect the fraud.

The collapse of Yes Bank. At least 24,000 employees and former boss Rana Kapoor back into Indian shores before he could run away to the den of criminals and come, London. It is possible that Kapoor’s situation will now start winding down. But it is too early to say anything about whether the banks will be taken over by any co-investor. The Government must act fast to protect the fraud. If yes was the result of a well-planned strategy, it was also a clear message to the banks that they should be more careful in their lending practices. The collapse of Yes Bank brought many lessons for the banking sector, and it was clear that banks needed to be more cautious in their lending practices.

The Government stepped in to save Yes Bank, which calls upon the State Bank of India (SBI) to buy a major chunk of its share capital, and former boss Rana Kapoor back into Indian shores before he could run away to the den of criminals and come, London. It is possible that Kapoor’s situation will now start winding down. But it is too early to say anything about whether the banks will be taken over by any co-investor. The Government must act fast to protect the fraud.

The collapse of Yes Bank. At least 24,000 employees and former boss Rana Kapoor back into Indian shores before he could run away to the den of criminals and come, London. It is possible that Kapoor’s situation will now start winding down. But it is too early to say anything about whether the banks will be taken over by any co-investor. The Government must act fast to protect the fraud.
Challenge the old order

It would be presumptuous to think that the Aurat march will cause a major change in the lives of Pakistan women. But it is a step in the right direction.

LUPITA GUPTA

The P and K nutrients supplied by non-urea fertilisers are as vital as N supplied by urea. Yet, India is facing an increasing imbalance in the NPK use ratio due to mass adoption of urea-based fertilisers.

A study by the National Agricultural Insurance Corporation (NAIC) in 2013 revealed that the P and K contents of all soils in the Eastern, Central, and Western entire country have been low than the desirable levels. The National Action Plan for the Ganga, launched in 2018, has identified the Ganga as a river that has lost much of its economy, ecological, historical, and social importance. The plan aims to restore the Ganga to its original state and re-establish its ecological, economic, and social importance.
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Oil prices fell below $71. In New Delhi, the benchmark Indian basket fell to $69.6, an intraday low. Brent futures plummeted more than 20 per cent Monday after top oil producers led to a price war among oil sellers. Brent futures fell by $12.7, or 20.5 per cent, to settle at $43.2 at 1515 GMT, as US President Donald Trump accused Russia and Saudi Arabia of flooding the market with crude oil and threatened that he would impose tariffs on oil imported from the two countries. Brent oil prices now have plunged over 20 per cent to near the five-year lows. The US is the world’s biggest oil consumer and is among the few top oil consumers that import most of their oil needs.

### Yes Bank shares zoom over 32% in intra-day 2,467 points and 695 points on the NSE and BSE Sensex crashed over 1,941 points and fell of all-time. Benchmarks plunged to multi-year lows and the biggest fall since the 2008 crisis.

- On the NSE, it jumped intra-day 2,467 points and 695 points on the BSE Sensex crashed over 1,941 points and fell of all-time. Benchmarks plunged to multi-year lows and the biggest fall since the 2008 crisis.

### Petrol prices falls below $71

India's macroeconomic picture looks set to reap windfall as the country's economy plunged over 20 per cent Monday after top oil producers led to a price war among oil sellers. Brent futures plummeted more than 20 per cent Monday after top oil producers led to a price war among oil sellers. Brent futures fell by $12.7, or 20.5 per cent, to settle at $43.2 at 1515 GMT, as US President Donald Trump accused Russia and Saudi Arabia of flooding the market with crude oil and threatened that he would impose tariffs on oil imported from the two countries. Brent oil prices now have plunged over 20 per cent to near the five-year lows. The US is the world’s biggest oil consumer and is among the few top oil consumers that import most of their oil needs.

### Auto dealers fear they will not be able to liquidate BS-IV stock

The two main contracts in the international crude oil market, Brent and WTI, fell heavily in recent weeks due to the spreading of coronavirus, which has killed thousands of people and affected the world around emerging market and developing market economies. US crude futures plunged over 20 per cent Monday afternoon as buying activity in the oil market evaporated.

### New Delhi: Oil prices plunged over 20 per cent Monday after top oil producers led to a price war among oil sellers. Brent futures plummeted more than 20 per cent Monday after top oil producers led to a price war among oil sellers. Brent futures fell by $12.7, or 20.5 per cent, to settle at $43.2 at 1515 GMT, as US President Donald Trump accused Russia and Saudi Arabia of flooding the market with crude oil and threatened that he would impose tariffs on oil imported from the two countries. Brent oil prices now have plunged over 20 per cent to near the five-year lows. The US is the world’s biggest oil consumer and is among the few top oil consumers that import most of their oil needs.

### EU again requests WTO to set up dispute panel against India’s import of petro products

The European Union (EU) has again requested the WTO to set up a Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) at the WTO to examine India’s imports of petro products. The EU, which has given India a time limit of 60 days to reply to the WTO request, said India has not replied to the EU’s request and the EU will file a request to the WTO for a Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) at the WTO.

### Petrol prices fell below $71

Petrol prices fell below $71 on Monday in New Delhi, in intra-day 2,467 points and 695 points on the NSE and BSE Sensex crashed over 1,941 points and fell of all-time. Benchmarks plunged to multi-year lows and the biggest fall since the 2008 crisis. Brent oil prices fell by $12.7, or 20.5 per cent, to settle at $43.2 at 1515 GMT, as US President Donald Trump accused Russia and Saudi Arabia of flooding the market with crude oil and threatened that he would impose tariffs on oil imported from the two countries. Brent oil prices now have plunged over 20 per cent to near the five-year lows. The US is the world’s biggest oil consumer and is among the few top oil consumers that import most of their oil needs.

### Key Takeaways

- Brent futures plummeted by $12.7, or 20.5 per cent, to settle at $43.2 at 1515 GMT, as US President Donald Trump accused Russia and Saudi Arabia of flooding the market with crude oil. Brent oil prices now have plunged over 20 per cent to near the five-year lows. The US is the world’s biggest oil consumer and is among the few top oil consumers that import most of their oil needs.
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Be careful with your eyes

The season of colours is here! Holi is a festival bleed by pigments of all generations. The children must sit and play with colours instead of chocolate. Often people ignore the side effects of these chemicals on the body. Our eyes are extremely susceptible and should be taken care of as early as possible.

Cover your eyes:

- When applying colour,
- When you are around a lot of colour powder around.
- When sitting near a lot of colour powder

Keep eyes shut:

- When you are around a lot of colour powder around.
- When sitting near a lot of colour powder

The Festival of Colours is here and while people love to play with gold, it does take a toll on the skin as well as hair.

Go for organic colours

Ayurveda has solutions to several diseases. DR PARTAP CHAUHAN tells you how an alternative route can ensure one has a happy Holi.

A ccording to Ayurveda, disease is a result of disturbance caused by the five elements of earth, water, fire, air, and ether in the body. The imbalance results in three doshas, i.e., pitta, kapha, and vata. Among the major factors that cause these imbalances are changes in the environment. Ayurveda regards food as a primary source of certain natural remedies that can help prevent health problems.

In this Holi, enjoy the festival without worry by following these simple tips:

1. **Stay Hydrated**
   - Drink plenty of water throughout the day to keep the body hydrated.

2. **Eat Fresh**
   - Prefer fresh vegetables and fruits over processed foods.

3. **Protect Your Skin**
   - Use sunscreen with a high SPF and reapply as needed.

4. **Stay Hydrated**
   - Drink plenty of water throughout the day to keep the body hydrated.

5. **Use Organic Colours**
   - Opt for organic and natural colours over chemical ones.

6. **Wear Sunglasses**
   - Protect your eyes from the harmful UV rays.

7. **Avoid Direct Sunlight**
   - Limit exposure to direct sunlight.

8. **Use Aloe Vera**
   - Aloe vera gel can be a natural solution to soothe irritated skin.

9. **Avoid Chemicals**
   - Stay away from chemical-based cleaners and pesticides.

10. **Take Vitamin C**
    - Include vitamin C-rich foods like citrus fruits, broccoli, and bell peppers in your diet.

On Holi, enjoy the festival and stay healthy with these simple tips. Happy Holi!
Ghani, Abdullah Abdullah swear in as Af President

Afghanistan launched deep political crisis on Monday when Abdullah Abdullah was sworn in as President, following ailing Ashraf Ghani's resignation last month with a strong backlash from the United States.

Abdullah has raised fears for future violence as the US prepares to leave Afghanistan. Ghani is due to leave on Monday, bringing the official end of the American military war against the Taliban.

"Our colleagues have convened the new government," Abdullah said in a televised address. "This brings the overall goal of national unity and national unity."

Abdullah said the result of the election was "invalid" but he is "still too soon to judge" when the official outcome could be announced.

Iran announces 43 new deaths

Coronavirus cases in Iran hit the highest level so far on Monday, with 43 new deaths and 918 new infections reported.

The new deaths bring to 237 the toll in the country, the Health Ministry said, while the total number of cases stands at 6,746.

Firmly fixed 595 new cases across the country, the spokesman said in a televised address on Monday.

"We have firm control over the situation and we are in good shape following the coronavirus," Kianoush Jahanpour, the Health Ministry's spokesman said.

Among those infected were 111 medical staff and 18 police officers, the spokesman added.

An integrated treatment of western, traditional Chinese medicine helped most patients recover

In a keynote address, the President of the National Union of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Yu Lijun, said that most patients were treated with a combination of traditional Chinese and conventional Western medicine.

"The treatment effectiveness has been proved by the number of patients recovered," Yu said.

The country's leading center for traditional Chinese medicine, the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, reported that 91.9% of patients who were treated with traditional Chinese medicine recovered within 7 days, while 89.7% of those treated with Western medicine recovered within the same period.

The rate of infection in the country has reduced, Yu said, with the number of new cases declining significantly.

Survived ‘terror attack’ in capital, says Sudan PM

Sudanese Prime Minister Abdal Hamduk has survived a terror attack after an armed group in a motorcade in the capital Khartoum fired on his motorcade.

Hamduk, in a live statement on Twitter, said: "I can confirm that I was unharmed during the attack."

A statement from the Cabinet said the attack was launched by unknown armed groups.

The attack was the latest in a series of attacks that have targeting Sudanese political leaders and security officials.

The United Nations has called on all sides to ensure the safety of political leaders and security officials and to respect the democratic process in the country.

Bootleg booze kills 27 in Iran after virus ‘cure’ rumours

Twenty-seven people have died in Iran after rumors spread in the country that a traditional medicine was effective in treating the coronavirus.

Local media regularly report on rumors spreading in the country, with some people relying on traditional remedies such as herbal tea mixed with alcohol.

The latest incident involved a group of 27 people who were taken to hospital after consuming a traditional medicine that contained alcohol. Twenty have died in the incident.

The government has repeatedly warned the public against consuming alcohol, which is prohibited in the country according to Islamic law.
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Without a woman, similarly, every same. Pick any beat and you would there are many live examples of the achieve anything they desire and Forces... What does the future look unconventional professions, from aviation... For actor Urvashi... love and respect for one another but took a break last year because they both had to much going on. They couldn’t fully focus on what it took to make the rela¬tion¬ship work,” Emily Blunt said.

Nurture your dreams

While the International Women’s Day is done and dusted, there are those who would not stop to celebrate a day but carry on with their set of duties in a manner of everyday ordinariness. TANUVA SANYAL, aviation firefighter, feels that just like a home is incomplete without a woman so is every organisation. By Avishi SHARMA

"There’s so much to do and so much to learn. I’m glad that Indian industry accepted and welcomed with open arms. I mean it was not easy for me to become an online sensation. There was a lot of hard work involved but still there is a long way to go. I have so much to learn and experience. My real journey has just started." — Shirley Setia

Actress KARISHMA KAPOOR, who is also a mother of two children, feels it is important to have con¬versations with the kids. She is now still struggling back from comeback into act¬ing projects with the web show "A Better Way" which will take the audience on a side of mother¬hood. She also spoke about how to make home made food cool for children. “I am one who has been in your settings at a young age. When they are young, you have to make the food look interesting,” Karisma added.

Kyle, Travis are a couple again

KELLY JENNER and rapper TRAVIS SCOTT are reportedly back together after splitting in October 2019. The couple had always had love and respect for one another but took a break last year because they both had so much going on. They couldn’t fully focus on what it took to make the relation¬ship work,” Emily Blunt said.

Actress KARISHMA KAPOOR, who is also a mother of two children, feels it is important to have con¬versations with the kids. She is now still struggling back from comeback into act¬ing projects with the web show "A Better Way" which will take the audience on a side of mother¬hood. She also spoke about how to make home made food cool for children. “I am one who has been in your settings at a young age. When they are young, you have to make the food look interesting,” Karisma added.

Krasinski has the most incredible partner

As the “most tremendous actress of our time,” the actor-director John Krasinski has worked with his wife Emily Blunt for several years in the movie "A Quiet Place" about a family struggling to survive in a world where humans are prey of last living crea¬tures who track down their prey through sound. The movie received an Oscar nomination for best picture and Emily Blunt received for best actress in a supporting role. The sequel "A Quiet Place II" was released in March 2020. At the premiere of the movie, Emily Blunt said, “I’m so grateful for this journey we’ve been on together.”

John Krasinski has also been nominated for an Oscar for his role in the sequel, which was released in March 2020. The couple have been married for 10 years and have two children. They have been described as one of Hollywood’s most adorable couples and are known for their natural chemistry on screen. Krasinski and Blunt have been together for over 10 years and have two children. They have been described as one of Hollywood’s most adorable couples and are known for their natural chemistry on screen. Krasinski and Blunt have been together for over 10 years and have two children. They have been described as one of Hollywood’s most adorable couples and are known for their natural chemistry on screen.
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The Gut Painters

With themes of love, womanhood, unity and divinity, the Christies’ auction features a selection of works by artists from the South Asian subcontinent. By Uma Naar

The art practice of Bharti PRAJAPATI is a constant exploration of the self. As a sculptor and painter, she uses her hands to express this. In her paintings, the real, the surreal and the spiritual collide. The female figure, the landscape of modern buildings and the deities in问号, all find a place in her work.

The most significant aspect of her work is the theme of the Aakar Prerna or the Figure of Inspiration. This act is a metaphor for her personal development. The Aakar Prerna is a metaphysical representation of the Self and the Universe.

In her latest exhibition titled, Earth Story — The Elements, the artist examines the concept of the five elements in traditional Indian thought. These are Fire, Air, Water, Earth and Ether. The exhibition is a celebration of the natural world and the ways in which it is represented in Indian art.

Her work is a reflection of her personal journey. It is a journey of self-discovery and self-expression. She uses the five elements as a metaphor for her inner journey. She uses them to express her emotions and her experiences.

The exhibition is a journey of self-discovery. It is a journey of love and loss. It is a journey of joy and sorrow. It is a journey of creation and destruction.

The exhibition is a journey of a thousand lifetimes. It is a journey of the self. It is a journey of the soul.

The exhibition is a journey of the Christies’ auction. It is a journey of the Gut Painters. It is a journey of the South Asian subcontinent. It is a journey of the self.

The Gut Painters: From lessons of history

Artist RAGHU VYAS's canvases bring to life a variety of gods and goddesses from Indian epic and mythology

From the majestic portrayal of Lord Krishna to the odalisque, most notably adopted by artist Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso, the modern art world has been inspired by the rich legacy of the Indian subcontinent. Artists such as Jagdish Swaminathan, Jehangir Sabavala, Mithun, Bharti and more have contributed to the development of modern art in India.

Raghu Vyas's canvases bring to life the rich legacy of the Indian subcontinent. His work is a celebration of the gods and goddesses who have inspired generations of artists. His paintings are a tribute to the rich heritage of the Indian subcontinent.

In his latest exhibition, Vyas has explored the theme of the odalisque. The odalisque is a symbol of women, and Vyas has used it to portray women in a variety of roles. His paintings are a celebration of the strength and beauty of women.

Vyas's canvases bring to life the gods and goddesses of the Indian subcontinent. His work is a celebration of the rich heritage of the Indian subcontinent. His paintings are a tribute to the gods and goddesses who have inspired generations of artists.

From the majestic portrait of Lord Krishna to the odalisque, most notably adopted by artist Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso, the modern art world has been inspired by the rich legacy of the Indian subcontinent. Artists such as Jagdish Swaminathan, Jehangir Sabavala, Mithun, Bharti and more have contributed to the development of modern art in India.

Raghu Vyas's canvases bring to life the rich legacy of the Indian subcontinent. His work is a celebration of the gods and goddesses who have inspired generations of artists. His paintings are a trib
Mary confirms Tokyo ticket

London Olympic bronze medallist (2012), women’s (69kg) world champion (2015), Asian Games champion (2018), Commonwealth Games silver medallist (2014), a two-time Olympic Games qualifier (2012 and 2016), and overall the most decorated female boxer of India, Mary Kom has confirmed her ticket to Tokyo 2020 Olympics by defeating Carlo Paalam of the Philippines in the quarter-finals of the 2020 World Championships.

This win also ensured that she entered the semi-finals of the World Championships for the third time in a row after reaching the quarter-finals in 2018 and 2019. The 39-year-old boxer has now won all three of her World Championship matches so far, scoring one against Pakistan in the preliminary rounds and another against China’s Hu Jianguan in the quarter-finals.

Despite being the favourite to win the gold medal at the World Championships, Mary Kom started the semi-final with a strong lead and continued to dominate throughout the match. She won the bout 5-0, securing a place in the semi-finals and advancing to the final competition.

Mary Kom’s victory is a major milestone in her career, as she becomes the first Indian female boxer to qualify for an Olympic Games for a third consecutive time. She has already represented India at the 2012 and 2016 Olympic Games, where she won the bronze medal and silver medal, respectively.

This year, Mary Kom will aim to secure her first Olympic gold medal, following her silver performance at Rio 2016. Her journey to Tokyo 2020 has been a challenging one, with multiple setbacks and injuries along the way. However, her resilience and determination have helped her to overcome these obstacles and achieve her ultimate goal.

Mary Kom’s victory in the quarter-finals solidifies her position as the top female boxer in India and one of the strongest punches in the world. The Indian boxing community is proud of her achievement and looks forward to seeing her compete in the semi-finals and ultimately secure her third Olympic gold medal in Tokyo.

In the meantime, the Indian boxing federation and the Indian boxing community are counting down to the eagerly anticipated semi-final and final matches, which will determine the gold, silver, and bronze medalists of the 2020 World Championships.

Mary Kom’s victory has also brought joy and inspiration to her fellow Indian athletes, who are following her journey with great interest. Her success serves as a powerful motivation for the Indian boxing community, as they strive to achieve similar success at the Games.

Mary Kom’s quarter-final win in the 2020 World Championships has set the stage for her to take on the top female boxers in the world. Her performance in the semi-final and final will be crucial in determining her place among the elite of the sport.

In conclusion, Mary Kom’s victory in the 2020 World Championships has been a historic achievement for the Indian boxing community. Her success will inspire a new generation of Indian female boxers and ensure that the sport of boxing continues to grow and thrive in the country. The Indian boxing community will be watching her every move with excitement and anticipation, as she prepares to take on the challenges of the semi-final and final matches.

Mary Kom’s Tokyo Olympic ticket is a testament to her hard work, dedication, and talent. She has proven time and again that she is capable of achieving the highest level of success in the sport, and her journey to Tokyo 2020 is a true reflection of her determination and perseverance.

The Indian boxing federation and the Indian boxing community are eagerly awaiting Mary Kom’s next match in the 2020 World Championships, where she will continue her quest for Olympic gold. Her performance in the semi-final and final will be a true celebration of her hard work, dedication, and talent, and will surely inspire a new generation of Indian female boxers to follow in her footsteps.

In conclusion, Mary Kom’s victory in the 2020 World Championships has been a historic achievement for the Indian boxing community. Her success will inspire a new generation of Indian female boxers and ensure that the sport of boxing continues to grow and thrive in the country. The Indian boxing community will be watching her every move with excitement and anticipation, as she prepares to take on the challenges of the semi-final and final matches.

Mary Kom’s Tokyo Olympic ticket is a testament to her hard work, dedication, and talent. She has proven time and again that she is capable of achieving the highest level of success in the sport, and her journey to Tokyo 2020 is a true reflection of her determination and perseverance.

The Indian boxing federation and the Indian boxing community are eagerly awaiting Mary Kom’s next match in the 2020 World Championships, where she will continue her quest for Olympic gold. Her performance in the semi-final and final will be a true celebration of her hard work, dedication, and talent, and will surely inspire a new generation of Indian female boxers to follow in her footsteps.
**Bengal strike late to edge ahead**

Heavyweight Cheteshwar Pujara turned up with a roar as Bengal took back their title against Jharkhand as a last ball finish continued in the Ranji Trophy semi-final at the Eden Gardens on Saturday.

At 425/6, Bengal need 42 runs to win on the final day tomorrow. Jharkhand were 5/0 on Saturday night.

Pujara, who made a century, said: “We needed to take it all the way. We remain optimistic. We have wanted to win this trophy for a couple of years now and it is good to be back in the final.”

Bengal scored 449 for five in their second innings, with Pujara making 182 and Soumya Sarkar 130.

Cheteshwar Pujara, Rajeev Majumder, Soumya Sarkar and KB Chandrasekaran.

**Shafali loses top spot, slips to 16th**

Young Indian batting sensation Shafali Verma, on Monday lost her ICC women’s T20 International rankings as she slipped from first to third after managing only 44 runs in two matches against Australia in Melbourne.

In the 36 T20Is that she has played, Shafali’s highest individual score is 103 not out which came against New Zealand in January 2021. She is the first Indian woman cricketer to reach the 10,000 mark in ODI cricket.

Shafali’s lower run rate in T20Is this season is also a factor. In 14 T20Is, she has scored 328 runs at an average of 23.42.

**WLC lose not for end, they’ll be back: Lee**

Australia’s Women’s Cricket League (WLC) Round 20 will not be played on Sunday for the first time in the competition.

Lee Hazard, chair of the WLC, said: “I would like to thank all fans, players, coaches and support staff who have been a part of this incredible and truly unique competition.”

“We will be back stronger in the times to come. We have some outstanding players who will shine in this year’s edition.”

**SL name 16-man squad for Test series**

Sri Lanka named a 16-man squad for the two-match Test series against England starting on May 15 at Galle International Stadium.

Sri Lanka Cricket said Kaushal Silva was included in the squad even though he is undergoing a nine-week rehabilitation at the national sport complex in Pottuvil.

**B’desh beat Zimbabwe in 1st T20**

Bd’s有机米取手 Bishal Das blessedly said that he wanted to start the campaign with a win against Zimbabwe in Mirpur and that he was hoping for a good performance from his team.

Bishal Das, chief selector of Bangladesh Cricket Board, said: “We have a strong team and we want to start off the campaign with a win against Zimbabwe.”

**Faf’s experience in Indian conditions will help!**

Du Plessis means he will also (be) well suited to some selection headaches, which is a good thing to have.

“He’s a good headache to have. He’s been on the scene a long time and has got good experience,” said Mark Boucher.

**Sharma’s return for England, two Indian-borns in squads**

Shikhar will be back in action for England when they take on Sri Lanka in the first Test at Galle from June 11. He last played a Test in the 2019-20 series against Australia in Sydney.

As for the Indian-borns, they are regulars in the white ball teams. Ish Sodhi and Ajaz Patel were both flown in for the first Test. Ish Sodhi and Ajaz Patel were both flown in for the first Test. Ish Sodhi and Ajaz Patel were both flown in for the first Test.

**SL coach points to Boucher’s experience**

Former Sri Lanka coach Mickey Arthur has praised Mark Boucher for his role in team selection.

**Mandeep, AkshayOfficial, Saurashtra’s star bowler with three wickets, had Cheteshwar Pujara caught behind and then the end of day play was called off. Today, the rest of the wickets fell cheaply, but the baton was passed on to Soumya Sarkar (130 not out) and KB Chandrasekaran (67 not out) to hold the fort.

**Starc, Marsh in awe of Shafali**

Australia are on the verge of winning the Women’s Ashes Series 4-1, but their batsmen came under pressure from teenage sensation Shafali Verma.

Young Indian batting sensation Shafali Verma, on Monday lost her ICC women’s T20 International rankings as she slipped from first to third after managing only 44 runs in two matches against Australia in Melbourne.

In the 36 T20Is that she has played, Shafali’s highest individual score is 103 not out which came against New Zealand in January 2021. She is the first Indian woman cricketer to reach the 10,000 mark in ODI cricket.

Shafali’s lower run rate in T20Is this season is also a factor. In 14 T20Is, she has scored 328 runs at an average of 23.42.

**WLC lose not for end, they’ll be back: Lee**

Australia’s Women’s Cricket League (WLC) Round 20 will not be played on Sunday for the first time in the competition.

Lee Hazard, chair of the WLC, said: “I would like to thank all fans, players, coaches and support staff who have been a part of this incredible and truly unique competition.”

“We will be back stronger in the times to come. We have some outstanding players who will shine in this year’s edition.”

**SL name 16-man squad for Test series**

Sri Lanka named a 16-man squad for the two-match Test series against England starting on May 15 at Galle International Stadium.

Sri Lanka Cricket said Kaushal Silva was included in the squad even though he is undergoing a nine-week rehabilitation at the national sport complex in Pottuvil.

**B’desh beat Zimbabwe in 1st T20**

Bd’s有机米取手 Bishal Das blessedly said that he wanted to start the campaign with a win against Zimbabwe in Mirpur and that he was hoping for a good performance from his team.

Bishal Das, chief selector of Bangladesh Cricket Board, said: “We have a strong team and we want to start off the campaign with a win against Zimbabwe.”

**Faf’s experience in Indian conditions will help!**

Du Plessis means he will also (be) well suited to some selection headaches, which is a good thing to have.

“He’s a good headache to have. He’s been on the scene a long time and has got good experience,” said Mark Boucher.